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I. INTRODUCTION ECENTLY, we used the concept of fractional derivatives
R and integrals to introduce a definition for the "fractionalorder" multipoles in electromagnetism [ 11. We showed that for the electrostatic case, as far as their scalar potential distributions are concerned, these fractional-order poles behave effectively as "intermediate" cases between the known integer-order multipoles [l] . In that work, we also alluded that the potentials of the electrostatic fractional-order poles resemble one of the solutions of the Laplace equation for the regions in front of the perfectly conducting cones (for three-dimensional (3-D) case) and for the perfectly conducing wedges (for the two-dimensional (2-D) case). Here, we expand that observation to develop an electrostatic image theory for the 2-D perfectly conducting wedges and for the 3-D perfectly conducting cones using the concept of fractional calculus and fractional-order poles. This idea of electrostatic "fractional" image method was first presented verbally by the author in a recent symposium [2] . Some other applications of fractional calculus in electromagnetic theory have been studied by the author [3] , [4] . It should be mentioned that the topic of fractional calculus has found applications in various fields of science (e.g., [5]- [7] ).
The classic method of images is a well-known technique often used in electromagnetics to describe the electric potential and field distributions of a given source situated in proximity of objects with certain geometries and material properties (e.g., [8, pt. 1, ch. 111, [9, pp. 68-70, 124-1351). As described in many standard textbooks in electromagnetics, one of the most basic geometries for which the image method has been used is the perfectly conducting or the dielectric half space with the flat interface (e.g., [9] ). Another well-known classic case for which the electrostatic image theory has been applied is the potential distribution of a point charge located in front of a perfectly conducting sphere. The image method solution to this problem has been attributed to Lord Kelvin in 1848 [8, p. 2451 . As mentioned by Lindell et al. [lo] , the dielectric counterpart of this problem was addressed by Neumann (in 1883), and also treated by Lindell (in 1992) [Ill. For an excellent treatment of some of the classical image methods, the reader is referred to Smythe [9] .
The method of images for the perfectly conducting half space (or equivalently for a perfectly conducting flat plate) is straightforwardly extended to the 2-D perfectly conducting comers (i.e., intersecting plates) with specific outer angles [9, p. 701 . Specifically, it is known that if an infinitely long uniform electrostatic line charge is located parallel with the edge of the corner in front of a perfectly conducting comer, and if the corner's outer angle denoted by p is such that T / @ is an integer, then there exist (27r/p -1) discrete images [9, p. 701.
Thus, the electrostatic potentials due to the original line charge together with these ( 2~/ / 3 -1) images can provide the potential distribution in front of the perfectly conducting comer. An obvious question to ask here is: what kind of "images" (if any) would one get if 7r/P were not an integer? Would we get a distributed set of images? One answer to these questions can be obtained from the elegant work of Nikoskinen and Lindell who have analyzed the problem of image solutions for the Poisson equation for the dielectric wedge geometry [12] . They found that for the perfectly conducting wedge with an arbitrary angle, their image solutions have a distributed portion in the imaginary angular domain [12] . Lindell In this paper, we use a completely different approach to treat the problem of 2-D electrostatic image problems for the perfectly conducting wedge with arbitrary angles. We will show that for this problem, using the concept of "fractionalorder" multipoles [l] , it is possible to describe "images" that effectively behave as distributed "intermediate" cases between those discrete images obtained for specific wedge angles. The fractional orders of these equivalent "images," which we call "fractional" images, depend on the wedge's angle. We also (Fig. 1) 
When we substitute (4) into (2) for the 2-D case). The expression in (6) emphasizes the fact that, aside from the specific multiplicative constants, the shape of the spatial distributions of the higher-order line multipoles can be written in terms of spatial derivatives of Dirac delta functions. As will become apparent shortly, we will utilize and expand this concept to introduce the concept of "fractional" images as equivalent representation for a charge distribution for the potentials involving perfectly conducting wedges.
Returning to the case of the line charge in front of the perfectly conducting wedge shown in Fig. (l) , one can see from (1) (for p > PO) that the exponents of the p-dependences of various terms of the potential involve -(m7r//3) which are, in general, nonintegers. However, it is well known that for a 2-D static electric charge density with its cross section in the x-y plane bounded in a finite region (and with no wedge present), the multipole expansion of the potential involves terms whose p-dependences have negative integer exponents (except the zeroth-order line monopole whose potential has logarithmic dependence on p). Therefore, because of the noninteger exponents m7r/p one can conclude that for the wedge problem, shown in Fig. 1 , an equivalent representation of charge distribution which would provide a potential distribution similar to that of the wedge in the region p > po will not be limited in a certain bounded region in the 2-D x-y plane (i.e., it would not be localized in the 2-y plane). In other words, for the noninteger T / P , any image charges (or portion thereof) for the potential problem involving perfectly conducting wedge with outer angle P will be of the nonlocalized distributed form (instead of being discrete image charges)?
Let us consider the dominant term in (1) for p > po. The p-dependence of this term has the form p-"lp which decays faster than -In ( p ) term (of a line monopole) and decays more slowly than pPn (of a line 2"-pole) where n is the first positive integer larger than Therefore, for B > 7r it appears that in the absence of the wedge (and the original line charge), an equivalent (or substituting) charge distribution to produce a potential with p-"/p dependence should have a form which is neither a line monopole nor a line dipole at the origin, instead it should effectively be an "intermediate" case between a 2-D line monopole and a 2-D line dipole. This can be a case to utilize the concept of "fractional-order'' multipoles.
We showed elsewhere 111 that a 2-D "fractional-order'' multipole (e.g., 2"-pole with 0 < a < 1) can be obtained by taking the ath-order fractional derivative of the 2-D Dirac delta function S(z) S(y). The 2-D charge density distribution of such a 2" pole can be written as
where Q Z~, , ( X , y) denotes the volume charge density (unit of Coulomb/m3) of this 2-D charge distribution, the subscript 2" with noninteger a indicates the fractional order of the multipole (e.g., for a = 0 we have a monopole, and for a = 1 we have a dipole), subscript 2 shows that the fractional derivative is taken with respect to the 2 coordinate, Ql (with unit of Coulomb/m) is the strength of the static line charge (line monopole at z = y = 0), -& ) : is the symbol for the fractional derivative of order a with respect to variable x and with the lower limit of
The arbitrary multiplicative constant l", with 1 being a constant with dimension of length, is used here to keep the physical dimensions of quantities unchanged when a fractional derivative is taken. Therefore, when we take ath-order 2-derivative of QzS(x) S(y), the multiplicative constant 1" keeps the dimension of Q p , ( 2 , y)
as Coulomb/m3. The sketch of such a charge distribution is shown in Fig. 2(a) . We have analyzed the electrostatic potential distributions and field components of such a charge distribution elsewhere [I] . The details are not repeated here and the reader is referred to our previous work 111. The potential of such a charge distribution can be expressed in a closed form as for p > 0 and 0 < cp < 27r. It can be easily shown that the above expressions for the electrostatic potential (and corresponding field components [l] ) of the 2" pole approach their corresponding limiting values for the infinitely long line charge (limit of a -+ 0) and those of the line dipole located parallel with the z axis and the dipole vector along the z axis 5There are several definitions for the fractional integrals and derivatives [24] - [26] . One of the definitions of fractional integral is the Rie- (limit of a i 1).6 As an illustrative example, the contour plot of (8) is given in Fig. 2(b) for a fractional value of a = 0.8. If we compare the potential given in (8) for a > 0 with one of the terms in (1) of the wedge problem (for p > po) , we will notice that for the terms with m = odd integer, the two expressions will become similar when a takes the value of m7r/P. With the proper choice of a multiplicative constant, these two terms can become the same. Therefore, if we introduce a multiplicative constant C, in front of the charge density distribution of the fractional 2"-pole, this constant can be chosen such that the electrostatic potential of the fractional 2"-pole becomes the same as one of the odd terms in (1). In other words, we can show that the potential given in (8) 
Therefore, the "fractional-order'' 2(2n+')"/O-pole is described as follows: For the terms with even numbers m = 2n + 2 in (1) with p > p~, we need to look at another form of fractional-order multipole. We can show that if instead of taking fractional ath-order derivative of the line monopole with respect to z we take first-order derivative of the line monopole with respect to v, and then take fractional ( a -1)th-order derivative with respect to 2, we will obtain certain charge distribution whose potentials will resemble the terms with m = 2n + 2 in (1).
More specifically, we define the following fractional-order 61t can also be shown that for cy = n (integers), these expressions can also approach their corresponding values for higher integer-order line multipoles wlth multipole tensor components along the z axis.
where C, is a constant to be determined such that the potential of this fractional-order multipole becomes the same as a term with m = 2n+2 in (l) , 1g-l and I, are also two multiplicative constants with 1, and 1, being two constants with dimension of length to assure the proper physical dimensions for the charge densities of the fractional-order multipole. The term in the last square brackets in (11) represents a line dipole at the origin with lines being parallel with the z axis and with its dipole vector in the y direction. Thus, such a fractional-order multipole can be interpreted as the fractional (a -1)th-order derivative (with respect to z) of that line dipole. In contrast, the fractional-order multipole given in (7) was the fractional ath-order derivative (with respect to 5) of the line monopole at the origin. The sketch of the charge distribution in (1 1) is shown in Fig. 3(A) . The electrostatic potential of such a 
the two potentials become the same. Therefore, in the absence of the wedge and the original line charge, the fractional-order 2(2nf2)"/fi-pole, described as
Qewiv(x, Y)for m=2n+2 2n+2)7r/,B-l = ~( 2 n + 2 ) . r r / p 1: It is interesting to compare and/or contrast the above combined charge distribution, with (6) which is the equivalent representation of charge distribution for a single line charge located at (PO PO) (without any wedge present). First, we notice that (6) has a line monopole term QlS(x) S(y), whereas (15) does not. This is due to the fact that for a single line-charge problem, the two-dimensional total charge per unit length, is not zero; hence, the nonzero monopole term. However, in the perfectly conducting wedge problem with the line charge in its proximity, considering the line charge and the induced charge on the surfaces of the perfectly conducting wedge, the total net charge per unit length (along x) is zero; thus, there should not be any line-monopole term. Second, the mathematical forms of the two equations are similar in that both [(an + 2)7r/p -1 1 should be employed. It is also worth noting that this differentiation is with respect to the z coordinate, which is the symmetry line in the wedge's cross section with the x-y plane. Third, it must be noted that the multiplicative constants in front of these derivatives have similar forms, with the understanding that the parameter m in (6) If we remove the perfectly conducting wedge and the line charge in its proximity, and substitute them with the first term of the charge distribution in (15), viz., m = first term which is (17)
we will obtain the same potential as (16) . Here, integer p is chosen such that T / P -p becomes negative, and thus, the Riemann-Liouville integral for the definition of fractional integral can be used (see footnote 5). At IC = 0, care must be exercised when evaluating dpldxp. The integer p can be chosen such that the function I C -~/ P + P -' becomes continuous at 3: = 0. However, pth-order derivative of this function at x = 0 is singular and discontinuous. For noninteger values of 7 r / / 3 , this 2-D charge density distribution is a (nonlocalized) surface-charge distribution on the LC--z plane for 3: > 0, with volume charge density given in the above equation. Fig. 4 shows the sketch of this charge distribution, which is to substitute the wedge and its neighboring line charge.
Let us consider the special cases for which n//3 is an integer. It is well known from the conventional image method that for these values, one can find a finite number of discrete (i.e., localized) image charges. If / 3 = 7r, the wedge becomes a 2-D perfectly conducting half space with flat interface on the y-z plane. For this case, the electrostatic potential for the distant observer (16) (15), which is proportional to the fractional .//3 derivative of the line monopole. This fractional T / P pole gives rise to a potential which is similar to the one shown in Fig. 2 . Here, the wedge angle is chosen to be /3 = ' 5~/ 4 . This results in a = ~/ / 3 = 0.8 for which the contour plot is given in Fig. 2(b) . The next higher-order term belongs to the first antisymmetric term in (15) with fractional (a -1)th-order derivative of a line dipole. For this term cy = 27r//3 = 1.6, and the contour plot for the potential of this term is shown in Fig. 3(b) . Note that in both contour plots, the potential is zero at y = 3~/ 8 and 1 3~/ 8 which correspond to the wedge surfaces.
which is effectively the potential of a 2-D line dipole with lines parallel with the x axis located at the origin, and with the vector of the dipole p = 2Qlpo cos (pa); (2 being the unit vector along the z axis). Equation (17) for this case (p = n) can be written as
This is, indeed, the volume charge density of a line dipole located at the origin with the same dipole vector p = 2Qlpo cos(p0)k as mentioned before (note that n-/2 < p o < 37r/2). 
The expression in the square brackets above which involves second derivative of S(x), presents a volume charge density of a 2-D quadrupole with quadrupole moment Q = 4Qlpg cos ( 2 p o ) k k which is the same as the line quadrupole generating the potential in (20) . Therefore, the equivalent charge is consistent with the potential in the far region. To explain this case physically, we recall that for a 2-D 90" corner with a line charge parallel with the edge of the corner, there exist three discrete image line charges. For the sake of simplicity in discussion here, let us assume that the original line charge is in the 2--x plane at the location (PO, cpo = T ) . The three image line charges are, therefore, given as +Ql at (pa, 0), 
However, it can be easily shown that electrostatic potential due to Q (yy component of Q ) is the same (but with the opposite sig7:s that of the Q ~X X component of -Q). Therefore, the quadrupole moment -Q = 4Qlpg cos(2cpo)&i? produces the same far-zone potential as
This demonstrates that in this case, the charge distribution expressed in (21) is effectively consistent with the well-known discrete images, and it provides the same distant electrostatic potential for the 2-D 90" corner. For other values of ,6 for which T / P becomes an integer, one can show that the charge distribution (17) would similarly yield an electrostatic potential that is the same as the distant potential (i.e., where p >> po) due to the discrete image line charges together with the original line charge.
Some of the salient features of the equivalent charges described in (15) (or (17) for the far observation points) should be noted. 1) As can be seen from (17) 2) For values of /3 where l r / P is an integer, the order of derivatives involved in the definition of equivalent charge distribution becomes integer, thus yielding a conventional diffefentiation of Dirac delta function. This is consistent with the fact that for these values of p, discrete (localized) image line charges can be introduced. When 7r/P is not an integer, then fractional derivatives of Dirac delta function are employed which yield distributed (nonlocalized) charge densities for the equivalent charges. So, effectively, as one gradually changes the angle of the wedge, the equivalent charge (15) or (17) "evolves" between discrete (localized) and distributed (nonlocalized) charge densities, continually "filling the gap" between the discrete cases of localized image line charges as line dipole, line quadrupole, line octupole, etc. Such an "intermediate" charge distribution was denoted as "fractional-order'' poles. That is why we name this technique the "fractional" image method.
3)
If the observer is not in the far region (but still p > PO),
higher-order terms given in (15) should also be included for the equivalent charge distribution. In this case, higher-order fractional derivatives become involved. 4) As can be easily seen from (15) Given the points made in the foregoing analysis and discussion, it is clear that for a perfectly conducting wedge with arbitrary angle b, the general charge distributions introduced in this section can be considered as "image" charges, and they provide the equivalent electrostatic wedge potential in absence of the wedge and its original line charge.
EXTENSION TO THE CASE OF PERFECTLY CONDUCTING CONES WITH ARBITRARY ANGLE
The concept of "fractional" image method, introduced in the previous section, can be extended to the 3-D case of perfectly conducting cone with arbitrary angle. The mathematical details are somewhat similar to what was described in Section 11, and thus are not repeated here in detail.
Let us consider a perfectly conducting cone in the Cartesian (z, y, z ) and spherical (r, 8, cp) coordinate systems. As shown in Fig. 5 , the z axis is taken to be the symmetry axis of the cone, and the cone angle is p. The cone region 0 < 0 < p is perfectly conducting and the rest is taken to be a homogeneous isotropic medium of permittivity 
terms of the fractional derivatives of 1/(4nw) as follows:
for T > r 0 . (26) Therefore, instead of conventional differentiation used to describe the potential of a single charge (in the absence of the cone), as shown in (25) , fractional differentiation (with respect to z ) should be used in (26) . The above expression shows that for the potential in region T > T O , we can introduce an equivalent charge distribution involving fractional derivatives of point charge which would produce a potential similar to the potential of the point charge in front of the perfectly conducting cone. This equivalent charge distribution can be written as
So, if we remove the original point charge and the conducting cone and replace them with the above equivalent charge, we would get the same cone potential distribution for the observation points in the region T > T O . Thus, for T > TO this represents an equivalent "image" charge for the problem of perfectly conducting cone with a point charge in its vicinity.
It is of interest to consider the case of the distant observers where T >> TO. In this case, the dominant term of the potential will have m = 0 and the smallest vo, n . The charge distribution given in (27) at the origin. This is consistent with the conventional method of images when a point charge is located in front of a perfectly conducting plate. Most of the salient features of the "fractional" image method for the cone are similar to those described for the wedge.
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have introduced and described, in detail, the concept of "fractional" image methods for the electrostatic problem involving the perfectly conducting wedge and cone. Using fractional calculus and the concept of "fractional-order" poles, we have shown that the electrostatic potentials in front of perfectly conducting wedges and cones can be expressed equivalently as the potentials of sets of equivalent charges that have the form of fractional-order poles. The "order" of these poles depends on the wedge angle (for the 2-D wedge problem) and on the cone angle (for the 3-D cone problem). We have also shown that the potential of these general "fractional images" approach that of the well known discrete images for the special cases.
These fractional "image" charges may have applications in the analysis of electrostatic problems involving these shuctures. For example, one may speculate that in numerical evaluation of fields in the presence of sharp edges and tips, the knowledge of the form of these equivalent "image" charges may become useful. Extension of this method to the electrostatic 2-D dielectric wedge is currently under study by the author.
